PERCO. KEEPING THE WORLD MOVING…
the expandit pipe bursting system

Replacing or upsizing existing sewer pipes can cause major disruption to road users
and the surrounding area. The Expandit pipe bursting system cuts disruption and
speeds up the pipe replacement process. Expandit is operated from existing
manholes, requiring a much less space than other techniques.
As well as replacing sewer pipes, Expandit can increase internal pipe diameters by up
to 100%, providing increased flow capacity at the fraction of the cost of other
systems. Expandit is designed for use in sewers with internal diameters between
100mm and 600mm.

Expandit pipe bursting
replaces urban

The Expandit System
TM

Expandit is manufactured in the United Kingdom by Perco, the UK’s leading trenchless technology
contractor. The Expandit system was developed in response to customer demand for a quicker, more
efficient and environmentally friendly pipe replacement solution.
The heart of the system is the Expandit mole. Hydraulically operated, the mole is drawn along the
affected pipe between manholes and is expanded to burst and bury the existing pipe into the
surrounding ground. The replacement sectional pipe is jacked into place behind the Expandit mole as it
progresses through the old sewer.

Snapit Jointed PE Pipe
TM

Snapit polyethylene segmental pipe is designed for use with
the Expandit system in existing manholes. Snapit is a patented
jointing system using rubber ‘o’ rings enabling the pipes to
click together under pressure from the Expandit jacking ram.
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sewer networks without disruption
Licensing opportunities
Expandit offers licensees major competitive advantages in
their countries’ sewer replacement markets. Perco offers a
range of licensing opportunities for our products worldwide
on both non-exclusive and exclusive agreements.

Perco Expandit user and manufacturing licences
Perco offers a range of user and manufacturing licences to enable licensees to use
Perco’s extensive knowledge and know-how to operate the expandit pipe bursting
system. Non-exclusive licences provide the licensee with all of the necessary training
and support to operate the Expandit pipe bursting system but without exclusivity in
their territory, meaning that competitors can also buy non-exclusive licences in the
same territory.
Exclusive licences also provide all of the necessary training and support to operate
Expandit but come with the added benefit of giving the licensee exclusive rights to
Expandit in an area, country or region, subject to availability. Full details of exclusive
licensing opportunities are available on request.
Manufacturing licences are available on an exclusive basis and allow licensees to
manufacture the Expandit System and the Snapit pipe system.

Buying a manufacturing or end user license for the Expandit pipe
bursting system is a positive investment in a major growth area.
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Track Record
Perco has Expandit and Snapit licensees in many countries
around the world including Japan, Malaysia, India, Egypt,
Romania and Spain.
The system has been operated throughout the UK by Perco
contracts division since the 1990’s.

For more information about Expandit and
Snapit licensing opportunities, or to arrange
a demonstration, call Nick Sheehan on:

+44 (0)115 933 5000
or visit: www.perco.co.uk

Perco Engineering Services Ltd
The Old Nurseries, Nottingham Road, Radcliffe-on-Trent
Nottingham NG12 2DU
Tel: +44 (0)115 933 5000 Fax: +44 (0)115 933 4692
Email: info@perco.co.uk

Web: www.perco.co.uk
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